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Buildings Boomers Want To Go To
A roundtable discussion at the Senior Center Summit, ASA Aging in America, March 27, 2015
It can be difficult to separate the discussion of buildings Baby Boomers
want to go to from other factors that
shape their decisions as consumers.
For generations many senior centers
have thrived in buildings that no one
would want to go to if it weren’t for the
quality programs, services, and staff
they offered. With few options to
choose from, participants have
tolerated less than optimal facilities as
“part of the deal.” But today demographics and dollars are attracting
new providers to the field, offering
Boomers (and earlier generations)
more choices in where they can go to
get what they want or need. The role
that the building plays in the
evaluation of those choices is just
beginning to be understood.
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So what kinds of building do Boomers
want to go to? Having worked with
dozens of senior centers across the
nation as they’ve tackled this question
in recent years, two critical themes
have emerged:

are attracted to places that make
them feel good about themselves.
The building doesn’t have to be
contemporary in design, but it must
be vibrant and relevant.

1. Boomers want to go to buildings
that don’t make them feel old
2. Boomers want to go to buildings
that are appropriate for the
activities and services they
accommodate.

By the time we hit a senior center’s
target population we’re all becoming

1. How to avoid making
people feel old by design
Let’s begin with the obvious:
Outward Appearance
A building that looks run-down or
out-of-style may make people feel
the same by association. Boomers

And the less obvious: Ease of Use

Below: Contemporary details
punctuate traditional forms at the
new RiverMills Center on the former
site of a historic industrial district in
Chicopee, MA. Note the curbless
transition from driveway to sidewalk,
with covered passenger-side dropoff. Lifespan Design Studio served
on the design team led by architects
of record EDM Architecture.

aware of aging-associated changes
in our vision, hearing, flexibility, balance, endurance, etc. As much as
possible, we prefer to ignore that
this is happening. When buildings
throw challenges our way that make
these changes more evident to ourselves and others, we instinctively
avoid them. Sometimes, without
even knowing why, we favor one
place over another because it’s
easier to be there, or we feel more
confident there.
To avoid making Boomers or others
feel old, a building must have:
• Ample parking in reasonable
proximity to the entrance
• Pedestrian-friendly parking lots
with minimal curbs to challenge
knees and hips
• Intuitive layouts that they can
navigate independently with
confidence
• Thoughtfully designed and
located restrooms
• Bright ambient light and
supportive task lighting
• Good acoustics, with hearing
loop wherever it’s needed, so
those using hearing aids can
tune in without more obvious
accommodation
• Comfortable seating that’s easy
to get in and out of

2. Conveying professional
impressions through design
The senior center concept (by that
or another name) will be embraced
by aging Boomers if centers rise to
the challenge of taking their programs and facilities to the next level.
Competition emerging through
health clubs, hospitals, universities
and others can be effectively countered by similarly professional experiences offered in senior centers.

Design should communicate
and support function
It’s decreasingly safe to assume
that yoga, watercolor, and foreign
language classes will all thrive in the
sterile ambiance of a deliberately
generic multi-purpose room. Failing
to catch up with the professional
accommodations offered by the
emerging competition could be the
downfall of these programs.
Boomers are impressed to find:
• An exercise studio that looks
and functions as it should, with
joint-friendly flooring, a wall of
mirrors, adjustable lighting,
appropriate audio-visual
equipment, and privacy from
interruption or gawkers.
• An art studio that looks and
feels like a creative environment, equipped and furnished
to actively support students and
artists of the offered media.
• Classrooms with leading-edge
technology to deliver a 21st
century learning experience.
This can be accommodated
successfully in a well-appointed
multi-purpose room if appropriate levels of quiet and privacy
are provided.

Above: Equipped with a motorized
partition, video and sound projecttion, hearing loop, and adjustable
lighting, the multipurpose room in
the new Anne Gordon Center for
Active Adults, Raleigh, NC accommodates classes far more effectively
than the space it replaced. LDS
served with the design team led by
H-H Architecture.
Below: Boomers like to socialize
over food. Whether it’s a “café” for
grabbing a quick snack or beverage
in the Center’s lobby or a new age
congregate meal site, Boomers
respond positively to dining spaces
that resemble popular commercial
eateries. RiverMills Café, RiverMills
Center, Chicopee, MA.

